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▪ Write in columns (this can

be done for your final
draft).
▪ Formal Language
▪ Semi-colons (x1,2,>2)
▪ Relative clauses (x2,4,>5)
▪ Dashes and parenthesis
▪ Fronted adverbials across

paragraphs (x1,2,>2)
▪ Passive sentence (1,2,>2)
▪ Colon (followed by a list or

bullet points)
▪ Speech
▪ Modal verbs

• When you are a journalist
there are a few things you
need:
• A good story/event to write
about.
• Write with honesty and
fairly (have a balanced
argument).
• To have your writing
interesting (sensationally)
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▪ Reasons on side of the three little

pigs

▪ Reasons on side of the wolf

▪ Professional opinion (conclusion)

▪ You are going to conclude you newspaper

article.
▪ Make sure you are using the toolkit.
▪ Acknowledge what your opposition might

say

What is the story that would mean the pigs
were right:
▪ Scared, the wolf had been chasing them
▪ It happened on their property so it was in

self-defence
▪ Three little pigs aren’t strong enough to

carry a wolf into a cauldron and boil him
alive
What would others say against this:
▪ The wolf had asthma so couldn’t blow

down the houses
▪ The pigs could have planned this out,

invited the wolf into their house to trick him
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Address this first in your
argument.
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What would others say against this:
▪ The wolf had asthma so couldn’t blow down
the houses
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The case has still been undecided by the
courts. In my experience I have never
met a wolf with asthma and even the
weakest wolf – which Mr Wolf was not
he was seven-foot tall and one hundred
and fifty kilograms in mass – could take
out a pack of pigs. I cannot say for
certain I believe in why the wolf was in
the pig’s house but all I know was he
was not there for good intentions.
If I was one of the Little Pig brothers and
there was a malicious wolf in my house I
would have been scared for my life. I
would do anything to keep my family
safe; even if that meant boiling this wolf
alive. I do not believe that the Little Pigs
could have been able to lift the Wolf
easily into the pot to boil him alive. I
cannot account for how Mr Wolf ended
up there; what I know for certain is that
the pigs could not have put him in the
cauldron on their own.

What is the story that would mean the wolf
was innocent:
▪ Wolf had asthma and couldn’t have done

any of it – pigs story is a lie

▪ The wolf ended up in the cauldron, but he

clearly didn’t go down the roof ‘scratch
marks in the corridor’ – pigs lying

▪ Wolf lived in society and was a good

person, no reason to attack or do anything
against the pigs

What would others say against this:
▪ Wolf is a wolf so would want to eat or

attack the pigs – in his nature

▪ Pigs are innocent, it was all self-defence
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▪ Pigs are innocent, it was all self-defence

Address this first in your
conclusion.
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The case has still been undecided by the
courts. In my experience I do not think it is fair
to just think that because Mr Wolf is a wolf that
means it is in his nature to want to harm pigs. I
would argue that those who feel that way need
to question their own prejudices. Similarly
thinking that all pigs are innocent is not right
either in this day and age. We know that what
you are and the colour of your skin does not
define you. We know that humans can do really
bad things but also really good things; I believe
that applies to all animals too.
The pigs claim that this all started with Mr Wolf
destroying their houses by ‘blowing it down’ but
that doesn’t add up for a healthy wolf let alone
one with asthma. In addition to this, there is
clear signs of a struggle in the house with the
scratch marks in the corridor. I believe that the
Little Pig brothers could have easily
overpowered Mr Wolf throwing him into the
cauldron. By all accounts, Mr Wolf was a kind
and good person: taking the bus to save on
carbon emissions for London, donating to the
poor and giving up time on his weekends to
feed the homeless. If you ask me the Little Pig’s
story is riddled with lies and this was a planned
and malicious attack by the Little Pig gang
against a kind and innocent wolf.

▪ You are going to conclude you newspaper

article.
▪ Make sure you are using the toolkit.
▪ Acknowledge what your opposition might

say

